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Abstract
This article advances theory on social movements’ strategic adaptation to political
opportunity structures by incorporating a narrative perspective. Our theory explains
how people acquire and use knowledge about political opportunity structures through
storytelling about the movement’s past, present, and imagined future. The discussion
applies the theory in an ethnographic case study of the climate movement’s mobiliza-
tion around the UN Climate Summit in Paris, 2015. This analysis demonstrates how a
dominant narrative of defeat about the prior protest campaign in Copenhagen, 2009
shaped the strategizing process. While those who experienced Copenhagen as a success
preferred strategic continuity, those who experienced defeat developed a BCopenhagen
narrative^ to advance strategic adaptation by projecting previously experienced threats
and opportunities onto the Paris campaign. Yet by relying on a retrospective narrative,
movement actors tended to overlook emerging political opportunities. We demonstrate
that narrative analysis is a useful tool for understanding the link between structure and
agency in social movements and other actors affected by (political) opportunity
structures.

Keywords Climatechange.Narrative .Politicalopportunitystructure .Socialmovements .

Strategy . Structure and agency

How do social movements adapt their strategies to political opportunity structures
(POSs)? This is one of the most cited questions in social movement research and goes
right to the heart of how movements advance social change. However, it is also one of
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the least settled questions and it is ultimately connected to the thorny theoretical
challenge of unravelling the relationship between structure and agency (Koopmans
2004; Walgrave and Verhulst 2009). A common assumption is that the POS is
perceived by movement actors, who subsequently adjust their strategies accordingly
(e.g., Meyer and Staggenborg 1996). There is some evidence to support this idea, yet it
is far from conclusive (de Moor 2016a). To advance this debate, we propose a new
model that combines the Bperception hypothesis^ with insights from narrative analysis,
which has remained largely detached from structural approaches like POS theory.
Specifically, we argue that while movement actors may perceive, and adapt to, struc-
tural features of the political context, these activities take place within wider processes
in which social movements construct stories about themselves in relation to their
environment, as well as their history, presence, and projected future.

Our model assumes that strategic adaptation to POSs through narratives
unfolds in three phases. Firstly, social movements acquire knowledge about
contextual threats and opportunities through experiencing interactions with the
political context. In a second phase, past Bexperiencing^ is retained in memory
as narrated Bexperiences.^ In the third phase, movements draw on these expe-
riences, and the knowledge about threats and opportunities embedded within
them, to inform their strategic decision-making process. How Bexperiencing^ is
turned into a narrative of Bexperiences^ is by now fairly well studied in
existing narrative analyses of social movements (for an overview, see Polletta
and Gardner 2015). In contrast, how narratives are used and revisited for
strategizing, especially by identifying signs of threats and opportunities within
them, has remained understudied. This article addresses this lacuna.

Analyzing strategic adaptation to POSs through narrative analysis has several
key benefits. It helps us appreciate that one must understand narration about the
political context in relation to other functions narratives fulfill, such as the
development of a collective identity. Narrated opportunities must fit the wider
stories movements tell about themselves. Understanding perceived POSs in this
way explains how responses to it are shaped by more than strictly utilitarian
calculations. Importantly, this helps explain why some narratives outweigh
others and why some opportunities are sometimes not responded to—
something extant theories have been insufficiently capable of doing.

We apply our model to an ethnographic case study of the climate move-
ment’s historic mobilization for the COP21 UN Climate Summit in Paris, in
2015. Through observations, interviews, and document analysis we were able to
develop a profound understanding of the collective construction of narrative,
opportunity, and strategy. The exceptionally broad coalition driving the move-
ment’s mobilization ensured that we could directly observe intense, defining
strategic negotiations. Since the COP21 mobilization was part of a long line of
well-documented climate summit mobilizations, we were able to examine close-
ly how experience and tradition shaped strategic adaptation, while also
assessing how relevant changes in the political context were processed. We
show that the narrated experience of the Copenhagen Climate Summit of 2009
was essential for the formulation of new protest strategies. We conclude by
summarizing how our model can inform structure-agency debates within and
beyond social movement studies.
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How political opportunity structures matter

The POS approach has been identified as one of the most influential perspectives in
social movement research (Giugni 2009; Hutter 2014; McAdam and Boudet 2012), yet
clear definitions of POS remain scarce. Often preferring operational over theoretical
definitions, scholars typically point to the effect of variations in structural features of
the political context, across space or over time, which create opportunities for (or
threats to) social movements and thereby affect levels of mobilization, degrees of
success, and—our focus in this article—strategies (e.g., Goldstone 2004; McAdam
1996; Meyer 2004; Tarrow 2011). Koopmans (1999) presents a rare and convincing
attempt at theoretical definition, arguing that opportunities should be conceived as
Boptions for collective action, with chances and risks attached to them that depend on
factors outside the mobilizing group^ (p. 97). Political opportunities specifically refer
to opportunities that relate to the political sphere, as opposed to, e.g., economic
opportunities (cf. Wahlström and Peterson 2006). Finally, we talk about POS when
the factors that shape these opportunities are structural in the sense that they are outside
the scope of immediate change. The POS is a structure for opportunities rather than of
opportunities.

The POS comprises input structures, whose Bopenness^ determine social move-
ments’ access to a polity, and output structures, whose Bstrength^ determines a polity’s
ability to get things done (Hutter 2014; Kitschelt 1986; van der Heijden 2006). Input
structures include institutional rules about civil society’s access to politics, electoral
structures that determine minorities’ electoral chances, cleavage structures, elite allies,
and government’s tendency to repress or facilitate challengers (e.g., Kriesi et al. 1995;
McAdam 1996). Output structures have received considerably less attention in the
literature, but are often related to the absence of veto players, polities’ spending power
and control over market participants, and, crucially for the current case, (international)
governmental organizations’ power to develop and enforce legislation (de Moor 2016a;
van der Heijden 2006). If a polity is both open to a movement’s demands and able to
turn demands into political output, substantive success is most likely, and targeting this
polity becomes more appealing (de Moor 2016b; Overby 1990).

Space prevents us from doing full justice to the conceptual debate surrounding POS.
Yet we believe Koopmans’s definition solves some of the main concerns with POS
(e.g., Goodwin and Jasper 1999), showing convincingly that Bpolitical opportunities
provide a link between structure and action^ (Koopmans 1999, p. 104). What we are
concerned with in this paper are the under-researched processes by which this Blink^
between the POS and strategic action comes about. More specifically, we aim to
understand how activists identify the impact of input and output structures on the
outcome of past actions and on chances and risks associated with particular strategies,
as well as how such assessments affect forward-looking strategizing.

Such theoretical improvement is necessary. While the basic premise of the POS
approach is straightforward and convincing, discrepancies between theory and findings
demand a better understanding of causal mechanisms. On the one hand, classic and
more recent examples of longitudinal and comparative studies show the effect of
variations in POSs over time (McAdam 1982; Tarrow 1989; Tilly 1978) and across
space (Eisinger 1973; Kitschelt 1986; Kriesi et al. 1995; Vráblíková 2014). On the
other hand, several studies have found no convincing support for the idea that
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variations in the political context affect social movements (for an overview, see Meyer
2004). Some studies also show that political mobilizations, like the immigrant rights
movements, the anti-Apartheid movement, the Palestinian Intifada or the Iranian
Revolution, emerged under very unfavorable conditions (Alimi 2009; Kurzman
1996; Nicholls 2014; Thörn 2006). Some suggest that a theory that predicts such
contradictory results should be rejected (Goodwin and Jasper 1999). We prefer to
respond to the more common call for efforts to increase our understanding of the
causal mechanisms at work, and the conditions under which they do, or do not, apply
(e.g., Koopmans 2004; Meyer and Minkoff 2004; Opp 2009).

Causal assumptions about political opportunity structures and strategic choices

Meyer (2004) distinguishes between a more and a less reflexive theory linking POSs to
movements’ strategic choices. From one perspective, movements can be regarded as
Bconsistent champions^ who continue their struggle, regardless of opportunities or
threats, and strike a tone that resonates with the POS Blike the broken clock that
correctly tells time twice daily^ (Meyer 2004, p. 140). Similarly, Koopmans (2005)
suggests that an evolutionary process is responsible for POSs’ effect. The political
context creates conditions that are more favorable for some Bspecies^, increasing
chances of survival for some groups or strategies, while forcing out others.

In their purest form, these theories acknowledge no agency of social movements,
and Meyer (2004) therefore proposes the alternative idea of Bstrategic respondents,^
who become aware of the availability of certain opportunities, experience Bcognitive
liberation.^ and respond accordingly (see also McAdam 1982). We call this the
Bperception hypothesis^ (de Moor 2016a, p. 15), which, though rarely studied empir-
ically,1 is by far the most commonly assumed explanation for how opportunities affect
social movements (e.g., Diani 1996; Klandermans 1997, p. 173; McAdam 1982, p. 48;
Meyer and Staggenborg 1996; Opp 2009, p. 180; Tarrow 2011, p. 12). The perception
hypothesis assumes a bridgeable duality between real and perceived POSs. In some
cases objective elements of the POS may be misread (Kurzman 1996; Suh 2001), but in
general, perceptions must be Bcorrect^ if the theory is to explain why movement
strategies correspond to the POS (e.g., Hutter 2014; Kriesi et al. 1995).

However, the explanatory power of this theory has remained limited because it has
not been specified why POSs sometimes would, and other times would not, be
perceived and acted upon. Hence, we are challenged to study in more detail the
processes through which POSs are perceived and used for strategic adaptation, thereby
revealing the causal mechanisms and their conditions at work (Koopmans and Olzak
2004; Opp 2009).

Gamson and Meyer (1996) propose that we should study how opportunities are
Bframed.^ which offers a convincing, albeit partial, answer to this challenge. They
argue that movements are not unified entities, but rather Bfields of actors.^ These actors
have different experiences and goals, and they have diverging strategic preferences.
How they perceive and frame opportunities is relative to these qualities, and various

1 Although some have studied the effect of perceived opportunities on political activism (de Moor 2016b; de
Moor et al. 2017a; Alimi et al. 2006), it is rarely studied whether or how these perceptions relate to objectively
existing elements of the POSs (de Moor 2016a; Suh 2001).
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movement actors will thus have more or less diverging interpretations of the POS.
Hence a common call to ask Bopportunities for whom and for what?^ (Hutter 2014;
Meyer and Minkoff 2004). Throughout strategic negotiations, such perceived oppor-
tunities will often need to be framed (and often exaggerated) to convince fellow
organizers or participants of the appropriateness of particular strategies. Importantly,
the notion that actors’ background determines how they perceive and frame opportu-
nities does not mean that perceptions of POSs are only used to legitimize prior strategic
preferences. While it is true that social movements often follow repertoires of action
(Tilly 2004), they also change strategies that no longer fit the circumstances, and
various studies show how POSs can shape these changes (Meyer 2004).

The emphasis on framing usefully identifies an important part of the process by which
social movements respond to POSs. However, it does little in answering why the way in
which some opportunities link to the political context is sometimes accurately perceived
and responded to, while another time it is not. Firstly, it does not tell us how Breal^ POSs
become perceived, missed, or misinterpreted in the first place; secondly, it remains
unanswered why some Bframed opportunities^ are more successful than others; and
thirdly, the relation between framings of POSs and specific strategies is underdeveloped.
The three-phase model we propose in this article (summarized in Fig. 1, and further
explained in the following subsections) addresses these gaps in Gamson and Meyer’s
seminal contribution, by shifting attention to the role of experience and narrative.

In the first step in our model, Bexperiencing^ activists learn about the POS through
interacting with it. In a second step, Bexperiencing^ becomes Ban experience^ as actors
retrospectively construct a narrative about what happened. At this stage, there are
exchanges of individual experiences and possibly negotiations to arrive at joint expe-
riences of groups and organizations. (This is illustrated in the figure by the decreasing
number of parallel versions of experiences for each successive step in the model.) In a
third step, these narratives are appropriated to inform strategizing. In order to arrive at
common strategies within coalitions, further negotiation and streamlining of experi-
ences may be required. In reality, these steps have blurred boundaries and overlap,
since experiencing itself may have an inherent narrative structure (Carr 1986) and we
expect that narrated experiences can become redefined through strategizing. However,
in this article we show that analytically, these steps are useful tools for understanding
strategic adaptation.

Fig. 1 Three-phase model of strategic adaptation
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Experiencing the political opportunity structure

The first question our model addresses is thus: where does information about the POS
come from? We argue that experiencing is essential here. The perception hypothesis
implicitly suggests that knowledge about POSs is derived from carefully studying one’s
environment. Media are presumably important in this regard, and occasionally activists
may consult policy documents (McAdam and Boudet 2012). However, not all POSs will
be intelligible in this way, since some are more abstract and not readily interpretable in
terms of opportunities (e.g., the proportionality of the electoral system (Kriesi et al.
1995)). More importantly, such information lacks authority because it has not yet been
subjected to a process of trial and error (Alimi 2009). What seems to be an opportunity
from afar might turn out to be a trap from close by (Jasper 2006, pp. 18–19).

It is more likely, therefore, that interpreting the POS relies on movement actors’ use
of past experience (Boutros 2017; de Moor 2016a; Koopmans and Olzak 2004). When
experience involves multiple actors, reactions from others can provide immediate
feedback. Knowledge about POSs is typically gained from reactions from state actors,
often channeled through mass media, while reactions from the mass media, bystanders,
or online social media provide information about so-called discursive opportunities
(Braun and Koopmans 2014; Koopmans and Olzak 2004; Wahlström and Törnberg
2019). This feedback informs actors about the correctness of assumptions that guided
the initial engagement with the field. Anticipated opportunities may turn out as accurate
or as misconstrued.

Notably, based on Koopmans’s (1999) conceptualization of opportunities as options
for actions shaped by external factors, and opportunity structures as the structural part
of these factors, there is a need to distinguish between perceived opportunities and
perceived opportunity structures. Acquiring information about, e.g., a shift in elite
alignments (i.e., perceiving POS) is not the same as identifying this as a new potential
opportunity for political influence (i.e., perceiving political opportunities). While the
former refers to a set of, at least in principle, objectively identifiable properties of the
political system, the latter is inherently based on subjective evaluations by actors about
what viable options for action these properties open up. Hence, POSs are part of the
conditions in which social movements operate, and through the experience of
interacting within these conditions, movement actors develop knowledge about con-
textual threats and opportunities. Those experiences can be first-hand, or passed on
between actors (Brown 2016).

Narrative and strategic adaptation in social movements

We build on insights from narrative analysis in order to define what processes we
expect to be relevant in steps two and three of our model, which concern the retention
of prior experiences in narrative form and the use of these narrated experiences in
strategizing. If opportunities are recognized because of a movement’s members
experiencing interactions within a political context, they must also be entangled in
the movements’ wider experiences that feed into their narrative about who they are,
where they come from, and where they are going. Strategic adaptation to POSs must
thus be understood in the context of the wider functions and characteristics of move-
ment narratives.
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A growing body of research shows that narratives play a crucial part in shaping
social movements (J. Davis 2002; Polletta 2006). Fine (1995) even characterizes social
movements as Bbundles of narratives.^ Narratives and storytelling have been shown to
perform several functions in movements, including mobilization and recruiting
(Benford 1993), gaining support for claims (Tatum 2002), commemoration
(Armstrong and Crage 2006), internal control (Benford 2002), building collective
identity (Daphi 2017; Somers 1994) and for making sense of events (Wahlström
2011). While some stories are specific to individuals or shared only within certain
groups, Bmovement narratives^ are shared broadly and as such can have profound
impacts on movements’ development (Daphi 2017).

The narrative approach fits well into the broader cluster of cultural perspec-
tives on social movements (Johnston and Klandermans 1995) and specifically
contributes with analytical tools and insights not provided by related approaches
such as frame analysis (Benford and Snow 2000; J. Davis 2002; Polletta 1998,
2006). While narrative analysis and frame analysis both conceptualize how ideas
are communicated, they typically look at distinct forms of discourse (informal yet
consistent stories as opposed to formal slogans or demands) and narrative anal-
ysis also introduces particular analytical sensitivities (Steinberg 1998). Polletta
(2006, pp. 6-7) argues that a narrative approach offers a better understanding of
persuasion compared to frame analysis, both because of the academic knowledge
about narratives’ rhetorical qualities, as well as popular intuitive understandings
of what constitutes a good story. In other words, while frame analysis, broadly
speaking, understands persuasion in terms of discursive content—logical or
associational links between various concepts and ideas—narrative analysis also
takes into account the persuasive qualities of the form of discourse—how a story
structure might provide a compelling packaging of an idea.

Perhaps most importantly in the context of our analysis, a crucial element of a
narrative approach is sensitivity to the significance of events and how actors link them
over time, which fundamentally differs from how frames structure meaning (Polletta
1998). What sets a narrative apart from a mere enumeration of events in chronological
order is the plot, which provides the causal or meaningful links between these events by
weaving them together into a story with a beginning, middle, and end. Through the
plot, the narrative communicates a more or less explicit moral. These characteristics are
well summarized in Polletta and Gardner’s (2015, p. 535) definition of narrative as Ban
account of a sequence of events in the order in which they occurred to make a point.^

Fine (1995, p. 134) notes that Bstories provide models for appropriate behaviors, as
well as identification with the key actors in the movement.^ Nonetheless, the role of
narrative in movement strategizing has so far remained largely overlooked. We address
this gap by integrating experience and narrative into our three-phase model about the
link between POSs and movement strategies, thereby building on arguments that
narrative is a fundamental mode of knowing and reasoning about human action
(Bruner 1986; W. R. Fisher 1987; Polkinghorne 1988) that also involves future projec-
tions, such as strategizing (Mische 2014). Specifically, in phase two of our model,
narratives are constructed about the events experienced in phase one. As events about
the collective are told and retold they become part of the collective memory of the
movement, consolidating into movement narratives that reinforce the collective identity
of the movement (Daphi 2017). These narratives incorporate information about the POS
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and in turn inform narrative-based strategizing in the third phase of our model, which in
itself can be considered as prospective narration oriented to action.

Here, we expect to find particular relevance for Bnarratives of defeat,^ which have
recently been analyzed to make sense of how social movements cope with failures
(Beckwith 2015; Hadden 2017). How stories of defeat are interpreted in relation to a
more comprehensive narrative about the movement determines the severity of the
consequences of defeat for further mobilization. Voss (1998) has argued that the
existence of Bfortifying myths^ make activists less inclined to give way to despair or
self-blame after setbacks in their struggle. Presumably, throughout such processes of
sense-making, movements also revisit their strategies and how they fit within the POS.
Yet existing studies have so far overlooked this element. Narratives of defeat likely
prompt a reevaluation of past strategies in order to prevent repeating mistakes. In
particular, they provoke reevaluations of the POS, as a defeat may suggest that
assumptions about the POS underlying previously chosen strategies were false. Narra-
tives of interaction with the POS are thereby likely to affect reconsiderations of
strategies after defeat. By contrast, success may suggest that assumptions about the
POS were correct and that continuity is appropriate.

Following this logic, strategizing can be expected to be at least partially
based on narrative rationality (W. R. Fisher 1987) as opposed to purely formal
rational reasoning, thus explaining why apparent openings in the POS do not
automatically trigger strategic responses. Particularly since strategizing is essen-
tially about convincingly communicating strategy to allied individuals and
groups (Freedman 2015, pp. 614–615), strategic narratives crucially depend
on their narrative probability and narrative fidelity. While the former refers
to the extent to which narratives Bmake sense^ as stories, the latter denotes the
credibility of a story in the light of a wider existing corpus of narratives
movements use to make sense of themselves and their place in society. Hence,
narrative probability and narrative fidelity may be what determines the impact
of certain perceived political opportunities. This is not to imply that movement
actors are irrational. Indeed, social reality presents a complexity that makes
case-based narrative knowledge in many ways more useful and convincing for
practical action compared to decisions based on probabilities and general laws
(Flyvbjerg 2001).

Importantly, we do not argue that activists must constantly tell long, complex stories
throughout time-constrained processes of strategizing. Rather, much communication
about experiences in social settings occurs in the form of what Bamberg (2004) and
Georgakopoulou (2006) term Bsmall stories^: short, less developed, and often elliptical
snippets of stories. Stories about crucial events are often further abridged to the point of
Bmetonymy,^ where a story is tacitly implied in communication through a single word
or short expression representing a central aspect of it, such as its location (BSeattle^) or
time (B1968^) (Lakoff and Johnson 2008). Metonymical expressions aid in creating
singular characters of complex wholes, similar to what Jasper, Young, and Zuern have
recently called Bcharacter work^ (2018). Polletta (2006) adds that apart from econo-
mizing discussions, metonymy also comes to indicate what is taken for granted in a
movement. Mutual understanding of a metonymical expression signals belonging and
common identity, and at the same time makes the taken for granted assumptions behind
it very difficult to question. Polletta notes that challenging the associations behind a
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metonymy Bcan be interpreted as a sign of one’s ignorance and possibly one’s insecure
place in a group^ (2009, p. 52). As metonyms, narratives about defeats and POSs are
therefore likely able to exert even greater influence on strategizing.

Studying the climate movement around COP21

We demonstrate our theory with an ethnographic case study of the climate movement’s
mobilization for the COP21 climate change conference in Paris, 2015.2 We show how
narrative processes shaped the movement’s strategic response to the POS of the UN
climate process in general and COP21 in particular, which presented both opportunities
and threats. Some have described the UN’s shift from top-down climate governance
(e.g., the Kyoto Protocol) to a bottom-up approach that welcomes a broad range of non-
state actors as co-creators of climate governance as an opening-up towards civil society
actors (Bäckstrand et al. 2017; de Moor et al. b). Yet while the number of NGO
participants to the COP has steadily increased, and while the UN is considered to have
relatively favorable institutional provisions for participation compared to other inter-
national governmental organizations, many point out serious limitations as well. In
particular, less resourceful organizations, including many from the Global South, have
more difficulty finding access, and what civil society actors are allowed to do inside
COPs is restricted to activities like lobbying or official Bside-events^ (Müller and Walk
2014; Schaefer Caniglia et al. 2015). Violating codes of conduct has often led to more
or less permanent expulsions. Hence, despite some opening up, the COPs input
structure is often considered unfavorable towards more critical voices and protest-
oriented activities. As for its output structure, the UN and the COP have consistently
been described as weak—in particular with reference to its inability to enforce binding
treaties (Hale et al. 2013; van der Heijden 2006). Many have pointed out the more
subtle outcomes of COPs, but in terms of legislation, they have generally failed to live
up to expectations. We show that many climate actors developed their perception of the
COP’s POS by drawing on the narrated experience of the COP15 climate change
conference in Copenhagen, 2009. Yet we demonstrate that the application of concurrent
conclusions about opportunities in strategizing was more complicated than a consen-
sual response to a Bcorrectly perceived^ POS.

The study ran between October 2014 and September 2016, and thus it focuses on the
application of the Copenhagen narrative in strategizing for Paris, rather than on its
development in the immediate aftermath of COP15. We studied two collaborating
coalitions that each brought diverse groups together. Radical grassroots collectives like
Reclaim the Power and Earth First! were mainly organized in Climate Justice Action
(CJA).3 Large NGOs like WWF, Greenpeace, and Friends of the Earth, online based
campaign organizations like 350.org and Avaaz, trade unions, and indigenous groups

2 COP21 stands for the 21st Conference of the Parties, of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC).
3 Climate Justice Action during COP21 was not the same as during COP15. While there were important
similarities in terms of strategic and political views, and some overlaps in membership, the two were distinct.
The CJA group around COP21 chose its name in recognition of its similarities with the COP15 CJA group,
which no longer existed.
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like La Via Campesina and the Indigenous Environmental Network were mainly
organized in the larger Coalition Climat 21 (CC21).

Although high profile climate summits had long been crucial moments for global
mobilization around climate change (Death 2011; Hadden 2015), it was somewhat
surprising that the mobilization for COP21 was so large and so broad (de Moor 2018).
Many studies describe that the 2009 Copenhagen mobilization had been widely
experienced among activists as a massive failure (Bullard and Müller 2012; D. R.
Fisher 2010; Hadden 2014, 2015). The movement had framed COP15 as the last
chance to save the planet and invested lots of resources and hope in securing this
achievement. When the summit failed, therefore, so did the movement. This created a
wave of disappointment, and by extension, demobilization. Within the climate
movement, many therefore proposed never to mobilize around climate summits
again; never would COPs be able to deliver, and any engagement with them would
be a waste of energy. Although once a radical idea, this idea, Hadden (2015) notes, had
become increasingly mainstream, and scholars predicted a move of climate activism
from the transnational to the local level (Dietz 2014). Yet regardless of their political
significance, COPs always present important, if not irresistible, Bglobal public sphere
moments^ for climate activists (Eide and Kunelius 2010), which in part explains the
level and scope of the COP21 mobilizations.

In comparison to the Copenhagen mobilization, the Paris mobilization became
characterized by a generalized desire to reduce focus on influencing the official
negotiations (for details see, de Moor 2018). Some groups still wanted to put pressure
on decision-makers inside the COP. Yet many groups, including ones who in Copen-
hagen had still aimed to influence the negotiations, now rallied around the idea of
Bhaving the last word.^ This entailed a mobilization that would take place immediately
after the summit, symbolizing the organizers’ distrust in the process and their condem-
nation of its expected insufficient outcome. Others even advocated a mobilization that
would completely ignore the COP, using the COP’s momentum to target other,
arguably more powerful actors. A coordinated Bcall to action^ resulted from these
mixed preferences, still including a large, Bfamily-friendly^ demonstration on the eve
of COP21, which aimed to be more influence-oriented, but that was followed by an
Bescalation^ of actions ignoring or condemning the negotiations. This included a plan
to disrupt the BSolutions COP21^ fair, where corporations could showcase their
arguably Bfalse solutions,^ a weekend-long fair where the movement would display
its Breal solutions,^ and the BRed Lines^ civil disobedience action, which aimed at
symbolically blocking negotiators inside the conference center, preventing them from
Breleasing their disastrous plans on the world.^

The protest strategy was disrupted when two weeks before the COP, Paris was hit by
severe terror attacks that left 130 dead. The French state responded by declaring a state
of emergency, which included a ban on protesting. Nonetheless, all planned actions
ultimately took place, and though they had to be adapted, they largely followed the
organizers’ initial strategic desires to influence, and above all, condemn or ignore the
COP (Wahlström and de Moor 2017).

In our analysis, we dive into the almost two-year long process of intense strategic
preparations and negotiations leading up to these actions. Beyond the fact that the
climate movement’s mobilization for COP21 has been one of the most significant
mobilizations of one of the most emblematic social movements of our time, there are
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three main reasons why it provides a particularly appropriate case to address this
study’s main goals.

Firstly, a major methodological advantage has been that we could have advance
knowledge of when and where the mobilization would take place. This made it possible
to observe directly strategic decision-making processes. Unfortunately, when the idea
for this project emerged in September 2014, several strategic meetings had already
taken place. However, we were able to retrieve all official meeting summaries and
interviewed participants, and so, we were able to cover the entire campaign and its
aftermath.

A second methodological advantage was the breadth of this mobilization. Like in
newly emerging social movements, very heterogeneous movements Bprovide rich
material for ethnographic observation because their members detail the logic and
rationale for ideas more extensively than do members of more established activist
groups, in which such understandings are widely shared and explicit justifications are
no longer needed^ (Blee 2013, p. 657). These situations create Bnatural focus groups^
in which discussions on theoretically relevant issues can be directly observed.

Thirdly, we aimed to distinguish between responses to knowledge obtained through
previous experience and responses to changes in the POS. It was therefore key to
analyze a case within a recurring, relatively stable context that also had some dynamic
elements. The fact that the climate movement annually returns to the COP meetings
allowed organizers to draw on previous experiences in developing new strategies. Yet
some changing elements were hardly taken into account because they could not be
presented as a narrated experience in the movement’s strategic discourse.

COPs stand out from Bnormal^ political situations as Bmega-events^ (Aykut et al.
2017). Still, this mix of stable and dynamic contextual elements is very common, which
indicates that our case study provides generalizable knowledge that can be applied to
other social movements and protest campaigns that include series of interactions with
governmental bodies, between which activists have sufficient time to strategize.

Data collection

Theory-driven participant observation has been the empirical backbone of this study
(Blee 2013; Lichterman 2002). Using this method, we observed most relevant online
and offline meetings of CC21 and CJA between October 2014 and March 2016,
including twenty online meetings of about one-two hours and eleven offline interna-
tional meetings of up to three days (twenty-one days in total).4 In addition, we were in
Paris during the two weeks of COP21 to observe further strategic meetings, as well as
protest actions. This was particularly important to see how original plans were adapted
to the situation emerging from the terror attacks two weeks before the summit.

4 We obtained consent for observing the meetings by announcing our presence and aims to the meeting’s
organizer or facilitator. When they preferred, we would also announce our presence and aims to all participants
at the beginning of the meeting. The latter was more often necessary at CJA meetings that were less public,
more intimate, and sensitive because transgressive strategies were being discussed. We also guaranteed
confidentiality, and offered to answer any questions about the project. We kept these interventions as brief
as possible to avoid taking up valuable meeting time. At (plenary) CC21 meetings, the organizers reasoned
that because anyone could walk in and listen, so could we.
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In addition, we conducted thirty-one semi-structured interviews of one to two hours
to tease out further why key actors took certain positions in the meetings we observed.
Interviewees were selected based on their participation in observed decision-making
processes, and by extension, we ultimately interviewed key representatives of most
main organizations participating in this mobilization. Moreover, we also conducted
many informal interviews during days of observation.

Finally, by monitoring CC21’s and CJA’s mailing lists and websites, we had access
to important documents as well, including email exchanges, official meeting summa-
ries, and (draft) mobilization materials such as calls to action, flyers, action consen-
suses, etc. Details about these data are available in the Appendix.

Data analysis

Our observation about the centrality of the Copenhagen experience in strategizing for
COP21 first emerged as an inductive finding. In the first documents that we analyzed,
and during the first meetings we observed, references to Copenhagen were frequent,
and their central importance for strategic preferences soon became clear. During the
early interviews of the project, respondents articulated the centrality of the Copenhagen
experience when asked about their strategic preferences, without having been prompted
about this specific subject. Since we aimed to understand the strategic decision-making
process and the role of the POS therein, we continued to pay attention to references to
Copenhagen throughout the following months. In later interviews, we occasionally
asked respondents about the role of previous COP meetings in their strategic consid-
erations, triggering further responses about Copenhagen.

In coding our data, we retained this focus on the broader decision-making process
and on Copenhagen specifically. Aided by the software NVivo, we coded our data
around the broader topics of strategic decision-making, perceived POSs and opportu-
nities, and the relationships among them. We also coded all references to Copenhagen
in our data. This allowed us to assess the exact role of the Copenhagen narrative in the
wider process of strategic adaptation, while remaining sensitive to the importance of
possible alternative explanations.

In our analysis, we have been especially sensitive to (1) the use of BCopenhagen^ as
a metonym in strategic deliberation between activists and (2) incidences of more or less
developed narratives about Copenhagen in interview transcripts, observation notes, and
documents, websites, and emails. From the point of view of narrative analysis, we have
used a dual strategy. First, we elucidated the content and narrative structure(s) of
BCopenhagen stories.^ Second, we observed the use of these narratives and of the
metonym BCopenhagen^’ in interaction between activists.

How the Copenhagen narrative shaped the Paris mobilization

Our analysis focuses on how, moving from the second to the third phase of our model,
narrated experiences affect strategizing. As explained above, how experiencing be-
comes narrated experiences in the first two phases of the model lies outside the
empirical scope of our study. The experiencing of Copenhagen has already been
described in the many detailed scholarly accounts of that mobilization (e.g., D. R.
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Fisher 2010; Hadden 2015), and though we are not aware of any detailed narrative
analyses of how the Copenhagen mobilization was retold in its immediate aftermath,
scholars have recounted activist interpretations following the Copenhagen summit (see
especially Hadden 2015).

Because our data collection started five years after Copenhagen, we can only
contribute with retrospective accounts of these narrative processes. Interviewees
told us that because the movement disintegrated after COP15, there was no
common reflection on what happened and therefore hardly any narrative
streamlining of the experience across the movement took place. Rather, activists
expressed frustration with the discordance among groups’ reactions to the
summit’s outcome. As climate activism localized again in the following years,
we expect narratives to have developed in local and national contexts. COP19
in Warsaw, held November 2013, is regarded by many activists as a moment of
international reunification. To express discontent with that summit’s representa-
tion of fossil fuel interests, a broad coalition of civil society actors, including
previous adversaries like Climate Action Network and Friends of the Earth
International, staged a Bwalk out^ of the summit, which is said to have
rekindled a sense of solidarity (de Moor 2018; Hadden 2015). A few weeks
later, CC21 organized its first meeting to start preparing for COP21. Whatever
differences there had been in the various local Copenhagen narratives prior to
this meeting, the general sense of defiance that is said to have inspired the
meeting, as well as groups’ self-selection into this meeting, presumably created
fertile ground for the narratives critical of the COP process to prosper. Most
likely, the increased communication between different parts of the movement
around this time strongly contributed to the convergence around the Copenha-
gen narrative that was dominant during the preparations for COP21.

Our study starts by identifying how the retrospective BCopenhagen narrative^ was
recalled in the context of mobilizing for COP21 and how it was integrated into the
prospective BParis narrative.^ We then show how these narratives—though referring to
Breal^ events—were reconstructed to support strategizing for COP21. We also show
how the narrative was contested and why some interpretations came to dominate over
others. Finally, we explain how the ways in which political opportunities were narrated
affected the adoption of certain strategies over others, while highlighting that some
alternative strategies could be advanced without challenging the dominant narrative
about the POS.

The dominant Copenhagen narrative

Throughout their preparations for COP21, organizers attempted to come up with
strategies that would be adapted to opportunities and threats expected in Paris. As we
see below, a key component of the dominant strategy was to mobilize as a stepping-
stone for future climate struggles without investing too much effort into influencing the
outcome of the summit. The mobilization for COP15 in Copenhagen, 2009 was the
essential point of reference for this strategy, which became clear when BCopenhagen^
was frequently referred to by actors from across the movement’s strategic and political
spectrum, and when official meeting summaries adopted it. Often, references were brief
but clear, like in this summary of an early CC21 meeting:
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Building on lessons from Copenhagen and following COPs, it has been widely
endorsed that we should work out initiatives that will enable us Bto have the last
word^ in Paris. (…) We aim at not being fully dependent on negotiators and
heads of state. (Official summary of CC21 meeting, August 2014)

CJA made a similar statement about its aim to avoid repeating Copenhagen. Underly-
ing these brief references was a more elaborate Bnarrative of defeat^ about what
happened in 2009, with implications for interpretations of the political context and
what this meant in terms of threats and opportunities in Paris. This became clear when
activists had more room to elaborate in interviews. An organizer from Alternatiba
(which was involved in both CJA and CC21) explained BCopenhagen^ as follows:

Interviewer: Do previous experiences with the COP affect how you are mobiliz-
ing for COP21?
Respondent: Yes, definitely. (…) Alternatiba is actually answering [to] the (…)
consequences of COP15 in Copenhagen where movements adopted a strategy of
saying: "Yes this is the COP of the last chance," and thought that by massively
mobilizing people they could obtain this dream agreement, you know. And then it
didn't work. And after that, the climate movement in Europe completely col-
lapsed and for the coming years it was really impossible to mobilize on climate
issues on the massive scale.
And so Alternatiba said: "Yes, we need to change this strategy for COP21 and
avoid saying it's (…) the COP of the last chance (…)." But say: "It's a very
important summit," and mobilize towards it, but the primary objective will not be
to obtain the dream agreement because it is very improbable that it will happen.
But instead (…) use it as an opportunity to strengthen the movement and
reinforce the capacities of our society to implement the ecological transition.
(…) You can call it a realistic mistrust based on the experience of previous COP
and also based on a pretty sober assessment of the capacity of social movements
to influence the decision-making processes on this international level (…).

Variations of this story are recounted, in more or less detail, throughout many inter-
views, and it is highlighted with and without the interviewer probing for the role of
previous COPs. The experience of Copenhagen was key in informing most activists
about the POS surrounding COPs more generally. This is something that also became
clear in the many references to Copenhagen in strategic meetings. References made
during meetings were never as detailed as the one above. Yet the analysis below will
demonstrate that, notwithstanding some important contestations, there is generally
strong agreement about the meaning of underlying references to BCopenhagen.^

The plot of the retrospective narrative in the first part of the above quote has the
following structure: the movement framed Copenhagen as a last chance to save the
climate, it was hopeful the summit could deliver, and it thereby managed to mobilize
massive protests successfully. Yet the failure of the Summit led to a post-Copenhagen
Bhangover^ or Bdepression^ that demobilized the climate movement. The moral of this
story is that the Copenhagen experience falsified the expectation that the UN would be
able to draft a strong and binding climate agreement and that pressure by social
movements could force leaders to realize this potential, thus debunking a
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predominantly optimistic perception of the COP’s POS. The experience taught the
organizers that the UN’s input structures were closed and, above all, that its output
structures were weak.

Corresponding to this narrative, a central goal of the Paris mobilization came to be
preventing demobilization. As illustrated by the second half of the last quotation, when
a massive mobilization was set in motion for COP21, a core component of the strategy
was to maintain low expectations about the outcomes of the summit. Organizers
therefore planned to invest little effort in influencing the outcomes of the summit
negotiations. They thereby sought to minimize the movement’s dependency on the
COP and its unfavorable POS. The Paris strategy crucially involved telling a story
about the COP21 campaign as the beginning of a long-term climate mobilization and
not as a Bnow or never^ moment.

Thus, while the narrative about Copenhagen contained a beginning, middle, and
end, it now was applied, in its entirety, as the beginning of a new story. BCopenhagen^
defined the COP’s POS, which—remaining unchanged—now shaped opportunities for
the Paris mobilization. The Paris mobilization functioned as the middle of the story, and
the movement after Paris as an (open) end. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of these
narratives.

Construction and use of the Copenhagen-narrative

As pointed out above, the moral of the Copenhagen narrative is rather consistent with
scholarly descriptions of the input and output structure of the Copenhagen COP.
However, to conclude that the Copenhagen narrative or climate activists’ reading of
the POS were therefore Bneutral^ or Bobjective,^ would overlook the profound
streamlining efforts made to construct this Bshared^ narrative and its strategic implica-
tions. The Copenhagen narrative drew on the collective Bexperiencing^ of the COP15
mobilization (phase 1, Fig. 1), but as we demonstrate in this section, by the time of the
COP21 mobilization it had been turned into a shared Bexperience^ (phase 2). Despite
contestation, it had also become the main narrative to guide strategizing for the Paris
mobilization (phase 3). Particularly as a metonym and a teaching myth, it came to be a
way to distinguish insiders and outsiders and to align veterans and newcomers to
radicalized strategies.

Fig. 2 The BCopenhagen narrative^ and its place in the BParis narrative^
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Streamlining BCopenhagen^

Even though we lack data from the immediate aftermath of Copenhagen, we have
indications to suggest that the Copenhagen narrative was partly reconstructed in
relation to the COP21 mobilization, illustrating the feedback-loop between phase 2
and 3 of our model (Fig. 1). Organizers actively streamlined the Copenhagen narrative,
as an experienced organizer from Friends of the Earth International recalled:

NGOs had so many different competing messages about Copenhagen, you could
just be drowned out and not have any idea. Was it successful or was it not
successful? They're telling me it was okay, you're telling me it wasn't, blah blah
blah. So, since then we're trying to work on making sure we have a more
common narrative. We don't make the mistake of talking about governments
and leaders saving this. To talk about people and people’s agency and power so
there is a narrative to and beyond the COPs. (Interview FoE-I 2015)

The movement indeed developed a Bcommon narrative^ about what had hap-
pened in Copenhagen, which remained stable and dominant throughout prepa-
rations for the Paris mobilization, favoring the radical strategies described
above, which depended on Bpeople’s agency and power’^ not Bgovernments
and leaders.^ However, not all organizers agreed with this narrative. Zooming
in on these divergences reveals what streamlining meant more concretely, why
some narratives had come to dominate, and what this meant for strategic
decisions.

Firstly, some activists claimed that they never had any expectations of the COP15
negotiations in the first place, thus challenging the idea that the hangover originated
from dashed hopes. Some interviewees argued that the hangover originated rather from
the disappointing mobilizing capacity of the climate justice movement (cf. Bullard and
Müller 2012), while one activist explained that he never had any expectations for
Copenhagen whatsoever (informal interview ASEED 2016). Others stressed that the
problem had been that there were no actions prepared to focus on after the COP. Hence,
they shift emphasis to the shortcomings of organizers. Still, these alternative narratives
were compatible with the common view that the COP’s POS was largely unfavorable,
and therefore they did not challenge the movement’s concurrent strategic tendency
towards ignoring the decision-making process at COP21.

This suggests that stories that emphasize the weakness of the movement, rather than
the unfavorability of the POS, may be more likely to be ignored as they paint an
unflattering picture of the movement, thereby undermining the need to construct a
strong collective identity. By contrast, the story suggesting that the initial misreading of
the POS has now been corrected paints a positive picture of a movement that has now
become Benlightened.^ Extending Meyer’s (2006) argument that movements tend to
claim credit for success, it correspondingly appears to be rational for movements to
deflect responsibility for failure. As observed by Voss (1998), movements risk demo-
bilization when they take on responsibility for defeats.

Secondly, some organizers rejected the idea that the Copenhagen Summit was a
failure. Particularly those within Avaaz, one of the most resourceful organizations in the
coalition, argued that they experienced growth rather than depression or hangover:
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They felt as though they hadn't managed the public expectations going in to
Copenhagen. And I think that was a narrative shared by many in the movement.
Not our narrative. (…) We took Copenhagen as far as we could take it in that
moment. We got leaders there, we got a hundred billion on the table. Didn't get
the deal, but we went on to keep fighting. Others took a lesson and (…) one of the
lessons I think that came out was that we have to manage public expectations
around this stuff. We cannot afford to collapse the movement again. (…) But (…)
our members were still engaged in climate. And our community was growing
massively after Copenhagen. Donating more money than ever before, people
were sharing our campaign more than ever before. (…) So, where is the sense of
movement collapse coming from? (…) So, we get to Lima [COP20 2014] (…)
and there's a presentation from the French groups [CC21] that the COP is going
to be a failure and we have to mobilize at the end of the COP and we shouldn't
make it about the COP because we could have the final word and signal to where
the movement needs to go next. And we were like, uhm, what?! (Interview 1
AVAAZ 2015)

Rather strikingly, compared to the dominant Copenhagen narrative, which puts em-
phasis on the unfavorability of the POS, this narrative emphasizes the effectiveness of
strategic choices and Bclaims credit^ (see italics above). Likewise, their strategic logic
for Paris was one with a positive mobilization message, enough people could be
mobilized to force the official negotiations to take them into account, regardless of
the POS. When asked about the POS for Paris, another AVAAZ organizer did suggest
that opportunities at COP15 had not been as unfavorable as many suggested and looked
even brighter at COP21. However, in defending their strategic preferences, they
emphasized their mobilizing capacity instead of challenging the Copenhagen narrative.

Consequently, those advocating strategies that would ignore the official climate
negotiations could continue to present the canonical Copenhagen narrative as an almost
universal truth. Nonetheless, Avaaz, strengthened by its financial wealth and support
from trade unions and some other groups in CC21, ultimately managed to undo the
exclusive focus on Bhaving the last word.^ They explained that they would go ahead
with their action, with or without coordinating with the coalition’s plans. The coalition
responded by having two moments of mobilization to retain a unified movement: during
the first weekend of the COP, there would be demonstrations aimed at influencing the
negotiations, while over the last weekend mobilization would be about condemning the
COP’s expectedly insufficient outcome or about ignoring the COP altogether.

This development sheds light on the types of resources associated with actors’
impact on shaping dominant narratives. Those groups with the greatest financial and
material resources at their disposal were able to advance their strategic preferences
without having to defend their plans’ appropriateness given some narrated POS. In
contrast, some of the strongest advocates of the dominant Copenhagen narrative were
representatives of smaller, radical groups who had strong impacts on meetings as
speakers and brokers, based on their experience and reputation in the movement. Thus,
while social capital may increase control over dominant narratives, financial and
material capital makes groups able to afford to bypass contestation of narratives.

The reason why wealthy groups did not also challenge the narrative to win even
more momentum for their preferred strategy is not entirely clear. Presumably,
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challenging the dominant narrative seemed futile, given its broad resonance among
climate activists and, in fact, in the wider public discourse on COP21 in which many
commentators called for expectation management after the Copenhagen disappoint-
ment. Moreover, the French context played a role in creating an advantage for the
dominant narrative. The narrative was already adopted when CC21 was still a strictly
French process. Its pessimism corresponds with the fact that French POSs are widely
considered to be particularly closed. Accordingly, French social movements have
traditionally preferred radical over reformist strategies (Kriesi et al. 1995). In inter-
views, French chapters of international NGOs, like CAN, described themselves as more
radical than international partners. In this context, the narrative depicting the official
political process as irresponsive to the movement was particularly likely to catch on.
Only when the process became internationalized in August 2014 did some international
groups like Avaaz join, after which it contested the initial strategic consensus. Yet the
narrative remained unchallenged.

Metonymy and collective identity

The dominance of the narrative increased further when the word BCopenhagen^
(commonly in combination with Bhangover^ or Bdepression^) became established
as a metonym. Organizers used BCopenhagen^ to warn about overly optimistic
interpretations of the POS and the need to invest in non-COP oriented strategies,
without having to explicate exactly what they meant with this reference. As such,
the Copenhagen metonymy became a forceful instrument that drove key strategic
shifts in the international climate movement away from historically much broader
support for reformist strategies targeted at the official negotiations. Some groups,
like Avaaz, retained their reformist strategies. Yet others who in Copenhagen had
distanced themselves from more radical action in the past (e.g., Greenpeace and
CAN) now rallied around the move away from reformist strategies. We see this
clearly in the first two quotations in this section (e.g., Bno Copenhagen again!^),
and throughout strategic discussions in remarks like BIf I recall our international
meeting, no-one wants to do it like in Copenhagen^ (Conference call CC21,
November 19, 2014). Thus, by charging brief sentences with complex meaning
and authority, metonyms are valuable rhetorical tools during time-constrained
strategic negotiation processes.

In the case of BCopenhagen,^ this effect is further strengthened by the fact that
anyone who would challenge the metonymy could be portrayed as naïve. Unlike the in-
group, the out-group failed to learn from the lessons of Copenhagen and it is on a path
to repeat their mistakes, thereby even jeopardizing the success of the wider movement.
In this sense, the Copenhagen metonym not only established the Btruth^ about political
opportunities in strategic discussions, but also a sense of community and a correspond-
ing threat of exclusion for those challenging it (cf. Fine 1995, p. 134). During a
conference call of CC21, Avaaz was criticized for raising hopes around reformist
strategies that aimed to push negotiators to sign an effective climate deal.5 One
organizer claimed that:

5 https://secure.Avaaz.org/en/paris_here_we_come/?pv=238&rc=fb
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A lot of us are still reeling from the experience of Copenhagen, where in
Germany we lost a lot of people for Copenhagen with a completely outside story
of what could happen at the summit, e.g., Bthe climate could be saved there,^ and
Blast chance to save the climate.^ Many of those fell into a years-long (…)
BCopenhagen depression,^ and we are concerned that an Avaaz mobilization with
a similar story, Blast chance to save the world,^ will do something similar to our
(…) boots on the ground. (Conference call CC21, July 23, 2015)

Thus, beyond strategic adaptation, the Copenhagen narrative also performs Bgroup
work^ by helping to define the collective’s identity: a group that made a mistake once,
but in its enlightened form, is now heading towards a brighter future—as distinguished
from the unenlightened ones. By advancing a long-term strategy, rather than one
oriented towards one moment to save the earth, organizers intended this collective
and its identity to last.

BCopenhagen^ as a teaching myth

All social movements have a degree of attrition, and so, veteran activists must educate
newcomers about the threats and opportunities derived from their experiences. If
streamlining and the establishment of metonyms ensure cross-sectional agreement over
a shared narrative, teaching ensures longitudinal agreement. Therefore, to support
strategic adaptation further, the Copenhagen narrative was also appropriated as a
teaching myth. For example, on the Bhistory^ section of its website, CJA writes6:

It was clear from the start that we were to learn from our mistakes and not
reproduce the BCopenhagen hangover,^ when back in 2009, people had mobi-
lized together around the COP15, but failed to see beyond it. With the disastrous
results that came out of the negotiations, people’s energy plummeted and the
climate movement was destroyed in many countries.

CJA organizers used a very similar story when they tried to mobilize participants at the
anti-nuclear action camp in Bure, France, in August 2015, many of whom had not
participated in a COP mobilization before. They explained that the above-mentioned
BRed Lines^ action they were mobilizing for was designed to prevent the Copenhagen
scenario. Furthermore, at a later moment during the meeting, organizers referred
attendants to the BFrequently Asked Questions^ section of their written action proposal
to explain why the Red Lines action would prevent the Copenhagen Bsyndrome^7:

Q. Doesn't the action place too much emphasis on the talks (a.k.a. Copenhagen
syndrome)?
A. We don’t agree. We are not cheering negotiators on. This is a more critical
engagement than ignoring the talks, and more specific than asking vaguely to
Bsave the climate.^ This is no Copenhagen moment of falsely raised hope in a
flawed process, but a moment of reflection on the reality of what is required and

6 https://climatejusticeaction.net/en/who-are-we/brief-history/
7 http://www.parisclimatejustice.org/sites/default/files/images/redlinesproposalsept.pdf
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how far the world’s governments are from it. At least social movements can state
the parameters of what’s needed. After the talks, whatever is decided, we’re all
going to have to work together to avoid those red lines being crossed. By clearly
stating what is required, and using the action to bring together social movements,
we are preparing for action post-COP21.

Once such knowledge is acquired by newcomers, it gives them the ability to defend the
appropriateness of their preferred strategies by using Bexperiences^ that derive from
likeminded veterans. Indeed, during many strategic meetings, we observed activists
who had not shared in the Copenhagen experience recite the logic of preventing its
scenario. The Copenhagen narrative, in other words, was rather successful in teaching
about threats and opportunities. At the same time, however, knowledge must be
simplified and generalized as one generation passes it on to the next, and so the
narrative becomes streamlined even further.

Consequences of strategizing based on BCopenhagen^

Some groups, like Avaaz, maintained their reformist strategies. They believed they had
the resources to mobilize enough protesters to force politicians to do the right thing.
Their opponents argued, however, that no matter how many resources or participants
the movement could mobilize, they could only force the UN to listen—not to become
able to act. Input is only relevant if there can be output (de Moor 2016a). Indeed, for
many the streamlined Copenhagen narrative motivated a shift away from the reformist
tradition, as detailed in the case description above. What form this strategic shift should
take remained subject to intense debates, reflecting the diversity of groups aligning with
the Copenhagen narrative, including large NGOs, like Greenpeace and Friends of the
Earth, and direct action groups like Reclaim the Power and Ende Gelände. As described
elsewhere in detail (de Moor 2018), disagreement persisted about who the movement
should target instead (national governments, corporations, fellow citizens), how it
should do so (through demonstrations, civil disobedience, lifestyle politics, or direct
action), and how the actions should be framed.

Starting from a puzzle, we finally assess the main implications of the movement’s
reliance on narrative to use the Copenhagen experience to inform such strategic shifts. If
strategic adaptation to threats and opportunities in the political context is the main goal,
it is remarkable that organizers simplified and generalized the Copenhagen narrative
considerably. After all, contexts are complex and dynamic, and strategic adaptation
would seem to require appreciation of these qualities. Occasionally, more detailed
estimations of the POS of COP21 were given, but such detailed accounts never took
center stage. It appeared that even though rational calculations were made of the POS,
accounts about political opportunities could only influence strategic decision-making
processes in the form of rhetorically more efficient stories, with more narrative proba-
bility and fidelity (W. R. Fisher 1987), and in its most efficient form, as metonymy.

Turning BCopenhagen^ into a shared, simplified and generalized narrative served
several key purposes. As we have seen, explaining POSs and opportunities using a
basis of experiences added trial and error-based authority to the interpretation. More-
over, developing an understanding of opportunities within the construction of a wider
narrative about the movement ensures that perceived opportunities fit the movement’s
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sense of origin and direction. Its story-form facilitates teaching newcomers about
threats and opportunities. It also allows the movement to turn a Bnarrative of defeat^
into an enthusiastic long-term story about an enlightened movement. Hence, this
narrative thereby facilitates strategic adaptation to valuable experiences, by extension
strengthening a sense of community and collective identity.

To some extent, this strategy of streamlining seems to have worked. According to
one organizer, the movement was indeed able to adapt strategically to prevent a BParis
hangover^:

I would say the situation is fundamentally different (…). Copenhagen was a real
depression, because people, including myself, had engaged in this kind of
magical realism surrounding Copenhagen. You know, suggesting that the event
had much more force than it could actually have. But that was not the case for
Paris, where some people talked more about Paris, others talked more about Ende
Gelände or others like, civil disobedience or divestment. (…) And so, the climate
movement had become smarter, broader, more differentiated in terms of their
strategies and points of leverage where they could intervene. And so, the Paris
result actually wasn't as important for the movement overall (…). There was a lot
less magic realism than there was around Copenhagen. (Interview Rosa Luxem-
burg Foundation, 2016).

The time frames that these narratives cover are crucial. As is evident in the above
quotation, preventing the Copenhagen scenario depended on developing a prospective
narrative that extended beyond Paris, thereby providing a better rationale for future
mobilizations. In contrast, Copenhagen had been depicted as a Blast chance.^ The
outcome of the campaign determined the overall success or failure of the movement
and the end of the campaign thereby in a sense marked the Bend of history,^ which
made further mobilization difficult regardless of the outcome. However, even though
the open-ended temporal horizon of the Paris story may have facilitated a focus on
long-term mobilization, the Bfocus beyond Paris^ remained rather vague. Looking back
on the years following Paris, it is not clear how the COP21 mobilization marked the
beginning of a globally coordinated climate movement beyond COPs (de Moor 2018).
Moreover, by obscuring the campaign’s end point, one also takes away a crucial
moment of reflection, and thus, of learning (Beckwith 2015).

Relying on the Copenhagen narrative for strategizing had at least two other limita-
tions: the suppression of alternative readings and retrospective fixation in strategizing.
Firstly, because of narrative streamlining, the suppression of alternative stories, the
distillation of the dominant story into a convenient metonym, and the loss of detail in
teaching newcomers, little attention was given to alternative causes for the Copenhagen
hangover. For instance, the above-mentioned interpretation that many activists already
expected little from the Copenhagen summit as such, but too much from the movement
around it, and that this caused the hangover played a much less central role in
reconsidering strategies. Few concerns were raised about whether expectations for
new strategies should be managed. Granted, it is difficult to mobilize people on a
motivational frame that downplays the potential for success too much (Benford and
Snow 2000), and in fact, for some, presenting Paris as a stepping stone in a longer
struggle actually was an attempt to manage expectations about the movement itself as
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well. Overall, it is difficult to assess whether organizers portrayed a sufficiently realistic
picture of potential success—especially given the unpredictability of the terrorist
attacks in Paris two weeks before COP21 and the resulting increase in contextual
uncertainty (Wahlström and de Moor 2017). Our point is that by paying significantly
more attention to just one reading of the causes of the Copenhagen hangover, the
organizers risked not learning from the other readings.

Secondly, relying on experience-based narratives also has risks because of these
stories’ retrospective nature. Because the opportunities and threats for Paris were
estimated based on Copenhagen, new potential opportunities remained largely
overlooked. Notably, the shift of the UN climate process from being top-down to
becoming more bottom-up could have been, but was not, interpreted as a shift in
opportunities. More specifically, with the introduction of Intended Nationally Deter-
mined Contributions (INDCs) the UN’s focus shifted from drafting a single interna-
tional policy (like the Kyoto Protocol) to the coordination of nationally determined
actions to address climate change (Hale 2016). This devolution of international climate
politics could be interpreted as a shift in the POS that meant that most substantive
political influence expectedly could be had around the development of INDCs, rather
than at the coordination of these commitments during the summit (Bäckstrand et al.
2017; de Moor et al. 2017b).

This shift in the political context was not entirely overlooked. It was often mentioned
among organizers that little political influence could be had during COP21 because the
real political work would already have been done beforehand, through the INDCs and
preparatory meetings at the UNFCCC headquarters in Bonn. However, in terms of
political opportunities, this was only interpreted as confirmation of the Copenhagen-
inspired idea that no meaningful political influence could be had during COP21, and
not as a shift in political opportunities to the national level. Only once, during a CJA
meeting in January 2015, did we overhear activists interpreting INDCs as a potential
opportunity for the popular mobilization, but this idea did not resonate. An organizer
from CAN France expressed concerns about the movement’s neglect of INDCs:

One of the main concerns that I have, is why didn't the NGO community inside
and outside (…) take a stronger stand on the INDC's? (…) As a movement, we
don't have these discussions. (Interview CAN France, 2015)

While being immersed in COP21 activism for two years, we found no evidence for
mobilizations to influence INDCs—certainly not from within CC21 and CJA. Some
mobilizations took place at the national level in countries around the globe in
May 2015, while the INDCs were still being drafted. However, none of them was
reported to have targeted the drafting of national commitments, focusing rather on
pollution, agro-industry, or fossil-fuel companies. Groups that had a more optimistic
reading of Copenhagen also did not act on INDCs, as they preferred to continue
targeting the UN negotiations.

We do not know whether the groups in our study had the resources to target INDCs
on top of these other mobilizations, or whether doing so would have enhanced the
movement’s success. It is simply remarkable that this fundamental shift in the POS was
not considered as a political opportunity, but only as confirmation of the conclusions
drawn from Copenhagen. Those relying on Copenhagen to interpret Paris could
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perceive only those threats and opportunities for which an equivalent existed in 2009.
Consequently, a general conclusion to be drawn from these observations is that while
narratives about experiences can be effective in ensuring strategic adaptation to POSs,
they can cause a retrospective fixation that blinds movements to emerging opportuni-
ties. Moreover, this suggests that being able to rely on experience and narrative when
considering an opportunity or threat increases the likelihood that such a consideration
ultimately affects strategic decisions.

There is, however, also an important exception to this observation. When terror
attacks struck Paris just two weeks before COP21, the movement’s playing field
changed dramatically. As we describe in detail elsewhere (Wahlström and de Moor
2017), the movement showed a large degree of resilience when French authorities
responded by installing a state of emergency and a ban on protesting. Although the
march planned for the first weekend of the COP was cancelled, other strategies were
maintained in adapted forms. Organizers obtained detailed information about the
contextual changes and liaised with authorities throughout several weeks of intense
adaptations. Concurrently, they made several changes to the actions they planned. The
demonstration of the first weekend was cancelled and replaced by a Bhuman chain^
along the original itinerary of the march. The location for the Red Lines action was
moved from the conference venue to a less sensitive location in the city center of Paris.
This shows that changes in the political context were in fact acted upon, and that the
Copenhagen experience was not the only source of information used to assess the
political opportunities. Nonetheless, adaptations were made at the tactical level only.
The strategic logic, inspired by the Copenhagen narrative, remained unchanged.
Indeed, while the form of several protests changed, they remained inspired by a sense
that the COP’s POS was too unfavorable to target. If anything, the attacks, and the
subsequent show of force by the French authorities, strengthened this sense. Further-
more, the state of emergency cannot be compared with, e.g., the introduction of INDCs.
The former was immediate, dramatic, and essentially impossible to ignore. The latter,
while noticed, could be ignored without any immediate consequences.

Discussion and conclusion

Figure 3 summarizes our main findings regarding the causal mechanisms and condi-
tions that determine how experienced and narrated POSs affect social movement actors’
strategic decisions. This process spans three analytically distinct phases, which in
reality are intertwined. The (re-)construction of narrated experiences in Phase 2 can
only take place once experiencing in Phase 1 has begun and must take place before
Phase 3 to inform strategic decision-making. However, we recognize that narration
often already begins while experiencing, and can be revisited when strategizing—hence
Phase 2’s T-shape in the figure. By necessarily simplifying reality, the figure does not
capture the possibilities that there are more than two competing perspectives in
movements’ internal strategizing or that these processes may be constantly interactive
(however, see discussion of arrow [E]).

We found that narrated POSs come to affect strategic choices through a number of
steps and that, at each step, certain conditions determine the impact of narrated POSs.
Firstly, a predominant experience of defeat in Phase 1 creates a greater inclination
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towards an external, rather than internal, attribution of causes of events. That is, in line
with Meyer’s argument (Meyer 2006) that movements who experienced success have a
tendency to claim credit for it, and Voss’s (1998) observation that movements who take
the blame for their defeats are likely to demobilize, we argue that moving on from
defeat likely involves attributing blame to the political context (A). Consequently, those
who experience defeat are more likely to rely on reflections on the POS to determine
their strategies. More specifically, they will find previously held assumptions about the
POS to be false, because overly optimistic, and they will want to adapt strategies
accordingly (B). This conclusion qualifies non-reflexive causal models about the POS
(e.g., Koopmans 2005). Those who experienced success will more likely choose to
continue their strategies (C). If they do reflect on the POS, they are more likely to
conclude that their interpretation of the POS was justified (D). Such reflection is most
likely to occur when their strategic preference of continuation is challenged by the more
pessimistic narratives about the POS of those who advance strategic change, which
may of course create feedback (E). Indeed, while there is potential for interaction,
discussion, and conflict among various sides of a movement throughout this process,
we suggest that the contestation of narrated POSs intensifies when the latter become
consequential for strategic discussions—hence its specific articulation in the figure.

In our case, however, this only happened to a limited degree. We found that the
availability of particular resources determines actors’ reliance on narratives about the
POS to convince others about their strategic preferences. Those groups with a more
optimistic reading of the POS could rely on their greater control over material resources
to determine strategic decisions. In contrast, those with mainly social capital were in a
better position to shape broadly shared movement narratives to influence strategy.
Presumably, if groups like Avaaz would have had fewer resources at their disposal,
they would have been more likely to challenge the Copenhagen narrative. Still, they
may have been unlikely to succeed as the dominant Copenhagen narrative had several

Note: Most likely pathways indicated with black; less likely pathways indicated with grey. 

Fig. 3 Causal model outlining how narrated experiences influence strategic decisions
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advantages: (1) it could paint itself as Benlightened,^ thereby putting challengers at risk
of being perceived not only as outsiders but also as ignorant; (2) the French context in
which the mobilization took place was favorable to the more pessimistic interpretation;
and (3) even outside France, its message resonated more broadly, for instance in
mainstream media that, based on the experience of Copenhagen, tempered expectations
for COP21.

We also found that for those who experienced defeat, narratives about POSs became
more important for determining strategic adaptation than narratives that mainly attrib-
uted causes for defeat to the movement itself. It appears that narratives that attribute the
cause of defeat externally have more narrative fidelity (F), and in turn a greater impact
on strategizing, because they contribute towards a more positive collective identity.
Other qualities that we found to boost narratives’ impact (not in Fig. 3) include
rhetorical moves, such as dramatization (hangover, depression, syndrome), and meton-
ymy, by which large amounts of information about complex situations can be reduced
to a convenient, authoritative expression, like BCopenhagen.^ This provides a great
advantage in time-constrained strategic meetings and helps to get newcomers up to
speed about the contextual appropriateness of particular strategies. Here, we refine
Gamson and Meyer’s (1996) theory of framed opportunities by showing that, in
strategizing, framed opportunities that come with a high degree of narrative fidelity
and narrative probability outweigh those without. Moreover, we qualify Gamson and
Meyer’s suggestion that movements overestimate the favorability of POSs to motivate
strategies as our case suggests that narratives attributing failure to unfavorable POSs are
particularly influential.

Finally, we found that experience-based strategizing creates a retrospective fixation,
as those who experienced defeat adapt to narrated POSs (G), while those who
experienced success prefer continuity (H). This can cause emerging opportunities to
be overlooked. This point is neglected by those who argue that it is changes in POSs
that affect collective action (e.g., McAdam 1982; Tarrow 1989; Tilly 1978), and it
could help explain why some studies do not find an immediate effect of changes in
POSs on social movements (e.g., Soule et al. 1999): a delay might need to be
considered. Another risk is that efficient narratives about opportunities rely on simpli-
fication and generalization. This can come at the cost of important details or even of
more fundamental insights from alternative readings. Moreover, the power dynamics
shaping the narrative in a particular way can frustrate actors who disagree with a
particular reading, and while a shared narrative might be a binding factor, it can alienate
possibly important allies.

In short, narrated POSs affect strategic decisions mainly among groups who
experienced defeat and lack the resources to advance strategic preferences other-
wise; they outweigh narratives that attribute the cause for defeat internally; and
they outweigh perceptions of emerging opportunities, as these are not supported by
trial and error. However, we also found that sudden changes in the political
context, such as in our case the French state of emergency, can disrupt the
execution of strategic plans. Strategic plans are important, but do not determine
collective action in an unmediated fashion.

We built on narrative literature to develop a theoretical model about the role of
experiences of success and defeat to link POSs to social movement strategies. We
expect that our theory has broad relevance because for many movements narratives of
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success, and particularly of defeat, will be central to the stories they tell about
themselves, and we expect that these stories will in turn inform strategic adaptation
to the political context. Responding to POSs through narratives is particularly potent
because it embeds information about threats and opportunities in an experience-based
story about where the movement is coming from, where it is now, and where it
should go next. Nonetheless, given the idiosyncrasies of our case, including that
we studied a particularly large transnational mobilization, our theory requires
testing and elaboration in relation to potentially contrasting cases. We need
further research on movements or campaigns that center less on (transnational)
mega-events and that are mobilizing on issues that have a temporal structure that
differs from irreversible environmental change. We expect analogue, but distinct,
mechanisms to be at work in movements or campaigns that care less about the
POS, for example, because of expressive orientation or focus on broad cultural
change. Movements in less stable contexts may also be less inclined to rely on
(narrated) experience to inform strategic decisions.

By proposing a much needed Bmicro-macro bridge^ between political context and
activism (Koopmans 2004; Walgrave and Verhulst 2009), our model contributes to the
more general understanding of structure and agency in social movements. The basic
principles of our model could furthermore yield valuable insights into other types of
organizing where strategic adaptation plays a role. Indeed, various recent studies have
demonstrated the relevance of the POS approach for a range of actors, such as electoral
candidates (Spicer et al. 2017), religious groups (Torrekens and Jacobs 2016), and
corporate lobbies (Ehrlich and Jones 2016). There are also growing literatures on
organizational sense-making (Maitlis and Christianson 2014) and organizational strat-
egy as practice (Fenton and Langley 2011), which are informed by narrative
perspectives.

We recommend that scholars with an interest in strategic adaptation study the use of
narratives by agents trying to understand the social, cultural, economic, and political
structures in which they act and to which they negotiate strategic responses. Fruitful
lines of inquiry include: (1) which actors use which narratives of opportunity structures
to advance strategies, (2) how these narratives are constructed and who has the power
to shape them, (3) which narratives are ignored and which are taken for granted in the
form of metonyms, (4) how narratives link strategizing to identity formation, (5) how
narratives of success and of defeat are revisited throughout strategizing, (6) how
discursive qualities of the narratives affect strategizing, (7) how alternative strategies
are promoted through the use of counter-narratives or otherwise, and (8) whether the
use of narratives creates retrospective fixations by which emerging opportunities are
overlooked. Lastly, in encouraging further study of how narratives can condition the
effect of structures on agency, we also hope to contribute to bridging the gap between
structural and cultural approaches to social movements and other forms of organized
action.
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Appendix A

Selected online and offline observations conducted by the authors

Observed activity Location Date

Strategy meeting Coalition Climat 21 Paris November 11, 2014

Strategy meeting Coalition Climat 21 Paris January 15, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online January 20, 2015

Strategy meeting Climate Justice Actiona Brussels January 30 – February 1, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online February 10, 2015

Strategy meeting Coalition Climat 21 Paris February 14–15, 2015

Strategy meeting Climate Justice Actiona Brussels March 14–15, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online March 19, 2015

Strategy meeting Coalition Climat 21 Tunis March 23–24, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online April 14, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online May 5, 2015

Strategy meeting Coalition Climat 21 Paris June 13–14, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online June 30, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online July 7, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online July 24, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online August 4, 2015

Strategy meeting Climate Justice Action Bure, France August 6–8, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online September 1, 2015

Strategy meeting Coalition Climat 21 Paris October 2–4, 2015

Strategy meeting Climate Justice Action Paris October 10–11, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online October 13, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online November 10, 2015

Conference call international mobilization
working group Coalition Climat 21

Online November 17, 2015

Emergency strategy meeting after terrorist
attack, Climate Justice Action and Coalition
Climate 21

Paris November 19, 2015

Observation of opening weekend actions, including
demonstration Place de la République

Paris November 29, 2015

Various strategic meetings during COP21 Paris November 30 – December 9, 2015
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Observed activity Location Date

Three meetings about the climate movement
beyond COP21

Paris December 1, 7 and 10, 2015

False solutions COP21 action Paris December 4, 2015

Peoples’ Climate Summit and Village of
Alternatives

Paris December 5–6, 2015

Zone Action Climat, including action
trainings Red Lines

Paris December 7–11, 2015

Red Lines action Paris December 12, 2015

Convergence space Eiffel Tower; action
to have ‘the last word’

Paris December 12, 2015

Climate Justice Action after COP21 meeting
to discuss future of the network

Amsterdam January 19, 2016

a Climate Justice Action did not have an official name yet during these meetings

Appendix B

Interviews with organizers conducted by the authors

Organization Date

Friends of the Earth Europe November 24, 2014

Friends of the Earth France November 24, 2014

Climate Express December 4, 2014

Rosa Luxembourg Foundation December 4, 2014

Reclaim the Power January 12, 2015

350.org France January 20, 2015

Greenpeace France January 28, 2015

350.org Spain February 2, 2015

Belgian Climate Coalition March 3, 2015

Alternatiba April 4, 2015

Coalition Climat 21 April 13, 2015

Reclaim the Power April 20, 2015

Climate Justice Action April 21, 2015

International Trade Union Federation April 24, 2015

Greenpeace International May 14, 2015

Avaaz June 14, 2015

Ecologistas en acción June 14, 2015

350.org June 22, 2015

Climate Action Network France June 23, 2015

Confédération française démocratique
du travail

June 23, 2016
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Organization Date

Alternatiba June 25, 2015

Grassroots Global Justice Alliance July 16, 2015

Climate Justice Action/Climate Games August 6, 2015

Friends of the Earth International October 10, 2015

Avaaz October 26, 2015

Agir pour la Paix December 10, 2015

Coalition Climat 21 January 18, 2016

Alternatiba February 2, 2016

Les Désobéissants April, 2016

Climate Justice Action April 18, 2016

Rosa Luxembourg Foundation September 19, 2016

The names of small organizations within Climate Justice Action are not mentioned here, because members of
these smaller organizations would otherwise be too easily identifiable
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